The release of the new fat burner Methyl Ripped has stirred up quite a bit of excitement among bodybuilders and trainers. That's probably because its highly potent fat-burning formula is engineered to work in the same way that many of the popular (yet illegal) bodybuilding fat-loss drugs are known to work. As a matter of fact, the scientists behind the Methyl Ripped formula studied the mechanisms of fat-loss drugs—such as clenbuterol, T3 (thyroid hormone) and DNP (2,4-dinitrophenol)—before formulating this cutting-edge product. Methyl Ripped has only been on the market a short while, but it's become a favorite of bodybuilders across the country just about as quickly as it incinerates fat. Many are saying that it's bodybuilding's strongest fat burner.

Eight New Fat-Loss Ingredients Never Before Seen in Bodybuilding

The Methyl Ripped formula isn't like anything else available on the market today. To begin with, it contains eight new compounds never before seen in the bodybuilding industry: di-caffeine alpha-ketoglutarate, di-caffeine malate, Salix matsudana, isohumulones, S-allyl-L-cysteine, esterified green tea extract, amentoflavone-7,4',4''-trimethyl ether, and 4-(4-hydroxyphenyl) butan-2-one (raspberry ketone). With the results of several clinical trials and piles of research-based literature, there appears to be overwhelming scientific support for including these compounds in the ultimate fat-burning formula.

Take for example 4-(4-hydroxyphenyl) butan-2-one. In a clinical trial published in the prestigious journal *Life Science*, it significantly increased norepinephrine-induced lipolysis associated with the translocation of hormone-sensitive lipase from the cytosol to lipid droplets in fat cells. Understanding the physiological mechanism can be a bit confusing. What's important to know is that it's a critical step in the fat-burning process and is completely different and independent from other compounds that only directly stimulate beta-adrenergic receptors.

Seven Exclusive Complexes to Enhance Fat Burning

The blood and guts of the Methyl Ripped formula is a complex called Clenadrine, and it's designed to work the way clenbuterol andephedrine work. The compounds found in this one-of-a-kind complex have been scientifically shown to stimulate the release of noradrenaline. The noradrenaline then binds to beta-adrenergic receptor sites on the surface of fat cells, which results in a cascade of events that increases fat burning. Still, here's much more to the Methyl Ripped formula than noradrenaline stimulation because, just like clenbuterol, Methyl Ripped also has antitubercular properties.

CC-Vol, another complex found in Methyl Ripped, contains compounds known to decrease cortisol production, and we all know how cortisol damages muscle. It's critical to bodybuilders because the biggest downfall of dieting is muscle loss. Bodybuilding is about building muscle and losing fat—not losing muscle!

Bodybuilding’s Strongest Fat Burner? Methyl Ripped’s Unique Compounds Can Get You Shredded by the Editors
Yet another complex in the Methyl Ripped formula, Betadrol, was included to overcome the shortcoming of clenbuterol, which is beta-receptor downgraded. If the beta-receptors are over-stimulated, the beta-receptor downgrade can occur (as it does with clenbuterol use). The Betadrol complex in Methyl Ripped, however, is designed to support receptor regeneration to help overcome this problem, allowing your fat-burning signal to be received and processed until you’re shredded to the bone.

Bodybuilding’s strongest fat burner also includes the Cyto3 complex, which is designed to stimulate thyroxine hormone production. For years, 'cold therapy' was included to overcome the paradox: that you burn more fat when you are cold, yet not feeling it. In other words, no negative side effects of unregulated DNP use.27

The cyclic-AMP complex in the Methyl Ripped formula increases cyclic adenosine mono-phosphate (cAMP) to further enhance the fat-burning process.28,29 Cyclic AMP is a second messenger used for intracellular signal transduction, such as transferring the effects of hormones like adrenaline. Basically, cAMP is the messenger system used for fat burning in the body. By increasing cAMP, you can increase fat burning. Not only does Methyl Ripped increase cAMP, but it also inhibits phosphodiesterase, which is the enzyme that breaks down cAMP. When the enzyme is inhibited, the life of cAMP is extended and fat burning is enhanced.

4-Month Results! "The X Stack combined with X-Rep takes fat loss to the next level...condition over in only one month," —(Sanford Lewis)

It’s the precise scientific combina-
tion your muscles need to grow larger, faster and stronger after every workout. Plus, it’s the only one of its kind you'll find that sends more key nutrients rocketing to your muscles at that critical grow time. (If you don’t see this cutting-edge combo, it’s too easy, too tasty half your workouts!) Insulin is a good thing and highly metabolizable right after you train because your insulin levels are extremely receptive—like unguarded specimens waiting to soak up amino nutrients so they can engage to new dimensions...It’s the time when carbs will not go to fat cells—the time to load up on those muscle fillers! The X Stack also includes taurine creatine, which brightens ATP regeneration to fuel future muscle condition and fits your muscle structures even more (all of the key ingredients in the X Stack make it one potent muscle-ewelling combination—the ingredients are listed at www.X-Stack.com along with results and more photos). Feed your creatine cravings. When you crave the precise time when supercompensation is jacked to the max, and you can start building more muscle faster (even when you’re tired—more monster mass almost instantly. Plus, you’ll refill spent fuel stores so you’re fully loaded for the next workload...easier to get through (bigger, more powerful muscles; you can feel it working). You train hard; you deserve to freak out!

www.X-Stack.com

For More Info and Special Discount Pricing, visit: www.X-Stack.com

Results using the X Stack work from individual to individual. These statements have not been evaluated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. "The X Stack" is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.